Introduction

A History of Ownership, Dispossession, and Inequality

The mechanisms whereby Africans managed and expressed wealth and rights, including over people, have been a central concern of Africanists for the past five decades. The idea is that the accumulation of dependents, known as wealth in people, was a key organizing principle in the lives of West Central Africans. If this argument is true, why did coastal populations as well as nearby rulers, called sobas, dembos, or somas, claim and register land in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? Rulers, commoners, and colonial settlers entered into a series of disputes over property in the nineteenth century. Why would purchased chairs, tea sets, and silk socks be valued as assets in postmortem wills of West Central Africans? The violent systems and structures of colonization produced problematic and simplified interpretations of the African past. Colonial officers, missionaries, anthropologists, jurists, and historians perpetuated images of African societies as isolated and excluded from global processes. However, by emphasizing the absence of landed property as a central feature of African societies, scholars have overlooked how vital land was in securing social belonging, obligation, and protection. More often than not, the perspectives of West Central Africans on wealth, accumulation, and rights became invisible or exoticized in the scholarship as primitive, backward, or simplistic.

Since the 1960s, Africanist historians have argued that there was a surplus of land in the continent, which meant that wealth was accumulated through lineages and dependents rather than land. This, according to these historians, explained the existence of slavery in the continent, before the contact with Europeans on the Atlantic Coast, as a form

---

of wealth accumulation. But Ndembu (such as Caculo Cacahenda), Ndombes, and Kakondas, as well as other populations that inhabited West Central Africa north and south of the Kwanza River (see Map I.1), clashed over land use and rights. Land could not have been widely available, nor was it “empty” as colonial administrators claimed in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, a trope scholars helped to perpetuate.  

Theories of unoccupied land, or land surplus, were laid in the tomes of colonial officers and jurists, seeking to justify the expropriation of land, European conquest, and settlement, a process parallel to what happened in the Americas. These arguments dismissed the rights of transhumance and the social role of land, as burial sites inhabited by ancestors and their spirits.

It was accepted that the main goal of West Central African heads of lineages and rulers was to accumulate people and mobilize their labor and not necessarily to amass land, which was free and plentiful. According to the concept of wealth in people, land was abundant in the region, and thus powerful rulers and heads of lineages accumulated dependents who could provide labor. These dependents could be wives, children, impoverished migrants, or enslaved individuals who were put to work in the fields and generated more patrimony, more prestige, and more capital to recruit even more dependents. Rights-in-persons has been viewed as “an integral part of the African system of kinship and marriage” that shaped all social relationships, creating bonds of rights, obligation, respect, and protection. Rights could “be manipulated to increase the number of people in one’s kin group, to gather dependents and supporters, and to build up wealth and power.”


4 Suzanne Miers and Igor Kopyroff, eds., Slavery in Africa: Historical and Anthropological Perspectives (University of Wisconsin Press, 1977), 7 and 9; Goody, Death, Property and the Ancestors.
Map I.1 West Central Africa
Immovable and human property tend to be examined separately, but dispossession of African land and natural resources was intimately linked to the appropriation and enslavement of free people and their labor. Land ownership, property, gender, and law all relate to the Africanist historiography; let us extend this conversation to also include control over labor and enslaved people. On that argumentative foundation, *Wealth, Land, and Property* challenges a set of assumptions that views property and ownership rights as stable European ideas associated with the Enlightenment, civilization, and modernity, where African actors were unable to comprehend, or at least faced difficulty in exercising, rights due to their attachment to the accumulation of dependents. As in Europe, West Central African societies had notions of rights and ownership systems, not necessarily homogeneous throughout the region. Mbundu, Ndombe, and other West Central African populations had clear ownership regimes that clashed with each other. The dispute over land use and rights was exacerbated by the arrival of Portuguese intruders, resulting in more disputes and adaptation, and adjusted to new ideas introduced by colonialism. In the early nineteenth century, notions of individual property were not stable or well defined, particularly in Portugal, as jurists and colonial officers portrayed in their writings. It was in the process of implementing such notions in their colonies that allowed the range of ideas regarding property systems to fully emerge and get consolidated in the books. Control over land plays a big role in this story; likewise, locals and foreigners clashed over the ownership rights of people and material objects as well.

The supremacy of the wealth in people concept has obscured the process through which Portuguese agents seized land from the Ndombe, Mbundu, Kakonda, Kilengues, and other groups that once inhabited the region north and south of the Kwanza River. This book pushes back against the historiographic emphasis on “rights in people” by emphasizing that land in West Central Africa was scarce, not abundant, and also valued by those who inhabited it. The singular focus on the accumulation of dependents has done a disservice to the history of this region, helping to justify colonialism and normalize population displacement in the past. West Central African specialists have embraced this notion of rights-in-persons and pushed it forward as a cornerstone to understanding the social, political, and economic life of local societies. Many of these findings were based on a close analysis of late
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nineteenth- and early twentieth-century jurists, such as Lopo Vaz de Sampaio de Melo and Caetano Gonçalves, who wrote authoritative texts on property rights over the indigenous population of Angola. Portuguese jurists sided with colonialism, and indeed represented it, attesting that indigenous Africans did not have notions of possession rights or individual ownership.

In the context of colonialism and “effective occupation” that shaped the late nineteenth century, the emergence of theories that supported the lack of indigenous effective occupation of their territory favored the legitimization of Portuguese power. Effective occupation, according to administrators and jurists, was to make land productive, not for those who live in it, but according to those interested in acquiring agricultural crops from the tropical regions of the world, such as sugarcane, coffee, or cotton. The rights of pastoral populations, most of those who lived south of the Kwanza River were herders, were dismissed. To make the opposite assertion, or to recognize that African societies had such rights over land and their jurisdiction, was, in many ways, to challenge the legitimacy of colonialism. Colonialism was based on the expropriation of land and resources, in part because European elites claimed that non-European populations, in Africa, the Americas, or in Asia, were incapable of comprehending and protecting the basic concept of ownership. Ethnographers and jurists provided the evidence for colonial claims and ideologies with their cumbersome theories, feeding colonial bureaucrats the notion of vacant land, the legitimacy of Europeans occupying and colonizing the world, and ignoring how the indigenous population conceived land use and rights, occupation, and possession. Many of these Portuguese jurists never visited the region, yet scholars often


embrace the ideas that they put forward and never question the links between Portuguese ethnographers, jurist treaties, colonialism, and land occupation and exclusion.

The rise of global liberalism in the nineteenth century was followed by land expropriation and dispossession. Consolidated practices and laws protected individual rights, usually those of Europeans and their descendants, at the expense of indigenous populations. This is not to say, however, that inequality was a nineteenth-century phenomenon. Slavery, displacement, and dependency predated the nineteenth century in West Central Africa. Societies were hierarchical; elite members enjoyed a series of privileges while commoners varied in their status, including people held in bondage.8 Treaties, land charts, and written documents reveal diverse notions of jurisdiction and rights that existed in the region. The imposition of colonial notions of individual property was met with continuous challenges by local African rulers, from centralized states such as Kakonda or Calcuto Cacahenda to more decentralized polities such as the Ndombe. West Central African rulers made claims with their own designs of occupation and possession, considered legitimate and valid until the early nineteenth century. Wealth, Land, and Property draws attention to the nature of archives that normalize conquest, occupation, and exclusion, and which ultimately obscure West Central African forms of knowledge, ownership, and legitimacy.9

West Central Africa and Land Rights

Africans have long been historical global actors who influenced and were affected by events and societies located far away.10 For more than five


10 For more on the idea of Africans as actors connected to global economies, see Jeremy Prestholdt, Domesticating the World: African Consumerism and the Genealogies of Globalization
centuries, West Central African societies were connected to distant markets abroad and inland. After the 1600s, they influenced how European empires conceived of and regulated ownership, as well as how they engaged in struggles over possession, control, and rights. The social lives of societies and objects tell us why and how people accumulated things over time and the ways in which they expressed rights and wealth. At a time of economic transformation, new notions of rights emerged, and written forms of claiming ownership were consolidated. Based on historical documents available in Angolan, Portuguese, and Brazilian archives, this book examines the economic transformation, which was associated with the Portuguese conquest and occupation, the expansion of the transatlantic slave trade, the implementation of a plantation economy, and the land rush along the West Central African Coast from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century.

Evidence from Angolan archives reveals that West Central Africans owned land, material objects, and people before the twentieth century, but in most of the studies published in the past fifty years, only their ownership of dependents is recognized, as if the lands they occupied were devoid of legitimate occupants creating historical narratives that normalize displacement, removal, and violence.11 The social inequalities of the last century in Angola relate to the past and are legacies of imposition of individual property rights over collective ones at a specific historical moment, the mid-nineteenth century. Liberal principles of land use, productivity, and ownership are also normalized in narratives that take for granted that European rights have always recognized individual property while multiple jurisdictions in West Central Africa did not, without interrogating the historicization of these processes. In the mid-nineteenth
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century, the introduction of land registration in Angola was part of a
colonial discourse of emancipation of enslaved bodies, agricultural pro-
ductivity, and modernization. These liberal ideals implied new forms of
administration and governance that directly affected subjected bodies in
overseas colonies. Or, as Lisa Lowe states, “The abstract promises of
abolition, emancipation, and the end of monopoly often obscure their
embeddedness within colonial conditions of settlement, slavery, coerced
labor, and imperial trades.”

West Central Africa has a long history of interaction with the outside
world. Long-distance trade caravans connected coastal communities to
those located inland, and Portuguese explorers arrived in the Kongo
Kingdom by the late fifteenth century. For more than three hundred
years, the Portuguese monarchy sent explorers, missionaries, traders,
and colonial officers to identify mineral and natural resources and
occupy the territories along the West Central African coast, with varying
degrees of success. Centralized states and strong armies, such as
Matamba, prevented Portuguese incursion into the interior for most of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, although important colonial
centers such as Ambaca and Caconda did emerge in territories earlier
chiefdoms or states had ruled. During most of the period before the
nineteenth century, empire building’s purpose was to control trade
routes and exercise monopoly over commercial hubs. The Portuguese
colonial state was able to tax and control trade in human beings, but it
also claimed the regions north and south of the Kwanza River as colonial
possessions, labeling them the Kingdom of Angola and the Kingdom of
Benguela by the early seventeenth century. Despite the Portuguese
monarchical names, there was no head of state identified as the king of
Benguela, in the manner that the Manikongo was the ruler of the
Kingdom of Kongo. Luanda became the capital of the so-called
Kingdom of Angola, a vast territory that included many states, such as
Matamba or Kasanje, and the region of Kisama, which was not under
colonial control.

This patchwork did not prevent the European cartographers from
elaborating maps that created the illusion of cohesive and clearly defined
territories under Portuguese control (Map I.2). From the 1620s to 1779,
a capitão mor ruled Benguela reporting directly to Lisbon authorities. In
1779, Benguela became subordinate to the governor of Angola, who
resided in the colonial center of Luanda. Portuguese colonial rule
claimed control of land and people since the early seventeenth century.

12 Lisa Lowe, The Intimacies of Four Continents (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
2015), 16. See also Vos, “Coffee, Cash, and Consumption.”
Nonetheless, West Central Africans were classified as vassals or non-vassals; both groups exercised rights over their subjects and land, although vassals depended on Portuguese recognition. By the nineteenth century, however, notions about rights and property recognition had begun to experience major transformations. The slow end of the transatlantic slave trade, officially banned in 1836 although it continued to operate until the mid-1860s, forced colonial authorities, settlers, and locals to reassess their economic options and priorities.

The label “West Central Africa” had varied meanings for the Portuguese, Dutch, English, and French at different historical moments. Historians, too, have defined the region in many ways. "Wealth, Land, and Property" focuses mainly on the region that became known as “Reino de Benguela,” or Kingdom of Benguela, after the Portuguese conquest and occupation of the territory south of the Kwanza River. It does, however, make several references to populations north of the Kwanza River, such as the Ndembo Calcuo Cacahenda, who have produced a rich local archive documentation about their land rights. “West Central Africa” is vague and includes coastal and interior populations ranging
